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The St Kilda archipelago lies ~65 km west of the Outer Hebrides and ~60 km east of the Atlantic shelf break, and
represents a key site for testing the assertion that during the Last Local Glacial Maximum (LLGM; c. 27 ka) the
British–Irish Ice Sheet (BIIS) extended to near the shelf edge in all sectors. Two consistent cosmogenic 36Cl exposure
agesaveraging (≥) 81.6�7.8 ka forperchedbouldersat290 maltitudedemonstrate that the last ice sheet failed toover-
run high ground on the largest island, Hirta. 36Cl and 10Be exposure ages for glacially emplaced boulders on low
ground indicate deposition by small, locally nourished glaciers that last occupied a north-facing valley (GleannM�or)
at c. 30.9�3.2 ka, prior to extension of the last ice sheet to the outer shelf, and a south-facing valley (Village Bay) at
c. 19.2�2.3 ka, several millennia after the LLGM.Our dating evidence is consistent with previous interpretations of
lithostratigraphical, seismostratigraphical and geomorphological evidence and confirms that the last ice sheet failed
to encroach on St Kilda. A simple ice-flowmodel demonstrates that even if thin, low-gradient ice lobes encircled the
archipelagoduring theLLGM, the icemargin canonly have reached the outermostmorainebanks,~40 kmwest of St
Kilda, under extremely low (<2 kPa) driving stresses, implying either surge-like transient streaming behaviour at the
ice-sheet margin or that the moraine banks relate to an earlier, more extensive ice sheet. The final glaciation of the
Village Bay area at c. 19.2�2.3 kawas out of phasewith the behaviour of the BIIS, which was undergoing net retreat
during this period.
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The past decade has witnessed radical reassessment of
the dimensions and chronology of the last (Late Deven-
sian) British–Irish Ice Sheet (BIIS), which during the
Last Local Glacial Maximum (LLGM) is now generally
accepted to have overtopped all mountain summits in
Scotland and Ireland (Fabel et al. 2012; Ballantyne &
Stone 2015) and to have been confluent with the
Fennoscandian Ice Sheet in the North Sea Basin (e.g.
Carr et al. 2006; Graham et al. 2007, 2010; Sejrup et al.
2009, 2015, 2016). To the west of the British Isles,
bathymetric and seismostratigraphical data have
revealed the presence of moraine banks that extend
alongmuchof theAtlantic shelf edge fromSWIreland to
Shetland. Several authors have concluded that these
moraineswere deposited at grounded icemargins during
the LLGM (Bradwell et al. 2008; Dunlop et al. 2010;
Clark et al. 2012; �O Cofaigh et al. 2012; Peters et al.
2015), prompting speculation that westwards expansion
of grounded ice was halted by increased water depth.
Attribution of all shelf-edge moraine banks on the
Hebrides Shelf NW of Scotland to deposition by
the last ice sheet, however, rests entirelyon interpretation
of seabed imagery. However, seismostratigraphical
research by Stoker & Holmes (1991) has demonstrated
that the shelf-edge moraines on the northern Hebrides
Shelf pre-date those on the West Shetland Shelf, being
separated by an angular stratigraphical discordance.
Although the time gap represented by this discordance is

unknown, they postulated that the two sets of moraines
were deposited during two separate episodes of wide-
spread ice-sheet glaciation. More recently, Bradwell &
Stoker (2015a) have suggested that the shelf-edge
moraines of LLGM age on the West Shetland Shelf are
correlated with mid-shelf moraines west of the Outer
Hebrides, supporting a long-held view that the last ice
sheet failed to reach the edge of the Hebridean shelf
(Stoker et al. 1993, 1994; Stoker 1995, 2013; Sejrup et al.
2005), and implying that moraines on the outer
Hebridean shelf were deposited by apre-LateDevensian
ice sheet.

Extension of the last ice sheet to the Atlantic shelf
break is nevertheless supported by numerical ice-sheet
modelling experiments driven by proxy climate data
derived from the Greenland ice-core stable isotope
record (Boulton & Hagdorn 2006; Hubbard et al.
2009) and by studies of ice-rafted detritus (IRD) in cores
obtained from large shelf-edge trough-mouth fans and
the sea floor adjacent to and beyond the shelf edge
(Kroon et al. 2000; Knutz et al. 2001; Wilson & Austin
2002; Wilson et al. 2002; Peck et al. 2007; Scourse et al.
2009). These trough-mouth fans represent the depocen-
tres of large, quasi-stable ice streamsand take the formof
massivewedgesof stackedglacigenicdebrisflowdiamicts
interbedded with hemipelagic sediments. The former
have been inferred to represent subglacial sediment
supplywhenthe icemargin terminatedatornear the shelf
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break, the latter to representmarine depositionwhen the
icemargin lay closer to the present coastline.Adjacent to
the shelf west of Scotland are two prominent shelf-edge
fans (Fig. 1): theSulaSgeirFan,whichreceivedsediment
from the Minch Ice Stream (Stoker & Bradwell 2005;
Bradwell et al. 2007; Bradwell & Stoker 2015b, 2016;
Owen&Long 2016), and the Barra-Donegal Fan, which
acted as a depocentre for sediment from converging ice
streamssourced fromwesternScotland (theHebrides Ice
Stream) and Ireland (Dunlop et al. 2010; Howe et al.
2012; �OCofaigh et al.2012;Doveet al.2015;Ballantyne
& �O Cofaigh 2017). During the LLGM the Outer
Hebrides constituted an independent centre of ice
dispersal that was confluent with mainland ice in the
Minches and deflected westward-moving ice from the
Scottish mainland both northwards towards the Minch
Ice Stream and southwards towards the Hebrides Ice
Stream (Flinn 1978; VonWeymarn 1979; Peacock 1984,
1991; Ballantyne & McCarroll 1995; Ballantyne &
Hallam 2001; Stone & Ballantyne 2006). This pattern
of icemovement implies that during the LLGM the shelf
west of the Outer Hebrides was occupied by ice flowing
fromtheOuterHebrides rather than ice fromtheScottish
mainland (Selby 1989; Fig. 1).

The timing of ice-sheet extension to near the shelf edge
is indirectly datedwith reference to the dated fluxof IRD
in cores recovered from the NE Atlantic deep-sea
continental slope and from patterns of sedimentation

on the Barra-Donegal Fan (Scourse et al. 2009). The
latter are recorded in giant piston core MD95-2006, a
30-m-long sediment core recovered from the distal
section of the fan (Wilson & Austin 2002; Wilson et al.
2002; Peters et al. 2008). This core records replacement
ofhemipelagic sedimentationby IRDlinked to turbiditic
sedimentation due to ice-sheet expansion after c. 29 ka,
andScourse et al. (2009) attributed turbidity currents on
thedistal fan to arrival of the ice-sheetmargin at the shelf
edge at c. 27 ka. There is evidence, moreover, for phased
expansionof the ice sheet across the shelf such that the ice
margin west of Ireland reached the shelf edge a few
millennia later (Scourse et al. 2009; Peters et al. 2015;
Ballantyne & �O Cofaigh 2017). Even within the
Hebridean sector of the shelf it is likely that the arrival
of the icemarginon theouter shelfwasdiachronous,with
ice streams arriving at or near the shelf edge before zones
of slower ice flow.

Confirmation that the last ice sheet reached the outer
shelf NWof Scotland has been provided by cosmogenic
10Be ages obtained for large glacially deposited boulders
on the island of North Rona, ~70 km NW from the
Scottish mainland and ~45 km from the shelf edge
(Everest et al. 2013; Fig. 1). These yielded reported ages
that average c. 25 ka, apparently consistent with the
timing of the retreat of the ice-sheet margin from its
shelf-edge maximum. Another key site for testing the
proposition that the last ice sheet reached the shelf break

Fig. 1. Location of the St Kilda Archipelago and other sites mentioned in the text, showing the limit of the last ice sheet as depicted by Bradwell
et al. (2008), trough-mouth fans and approximate flowlines of theMinch andHebrides palaeo-ice streams, based on Bradwell et al. (2007, 2008)
and Dove et al. (2015).
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is the St Kilda archipelago, which lies 65 km WNWof
NorthUist in theOuterHebrides and ~60 km east of the
shelf edge. The location of StKilda is interesting as it lies
between tracks of theMinch andHebrides IceStreams in
the areaof theHebrides Shelf thatwas fedby ice from the
Outer Hebrides (Fig. 1). Studies of the Quaternary
geomorphology and lithostratigraphy of St Kilda,
moreover, have suggested that the archipelago may not
have been over-run by the last ice sheet, but supported
only small, locally nourished glaciers during the LLGM
(Sutherland et al. 1984; Hiemstra et al. 2015). The aim
of the research reported here is to employ cosmogenic
10Beand36CldatingofbouldersonStKildatodetermine
whether or not the last ice sheet over-ran the archipelago
and the timing of local glaciation, and to explore the
wider implications of the results.

The St Kilda archipelago

Geology and topography

The St Kilda archipelago (latitude 57°490N, longi-
tude 08°350W; Fig. 1) comprises four small islands and

outlying sea stacks that represent the terrestrial remnants
of a roughly circular Palaeogene igneous complex,
~14 km indiameter.Muchof the igneous complex forms
a shallow platform 40–80 m below sea level that rises,
locally steeply, aboveadeeper platformdeveloped across
the adjacent Lewisian Gneiss at ~120–130 m below sea
level (Harding et al. 1984; Sutherland 1984). As the
highest point of the archipelago is at 426 m OD, the
igneous complex represents a prominent area of upland,
rising up to 550 m above the adjacent sea floor. Of the
four islands (Hirta, Soay, D�un and Boreray), only the
largest, Hirta (~6 km2), is readily accessible. Hirta
comprises two small valleys, Gleann M�or in the north-
west and Village Bay in the southeast, separated by a
239 m high col (Fig. 2). The remainder of the island
consists of rolling hills that culminate in Mullach Bi
(358 m OD), Mullach M�or (361 m OD), Conachair
(426 m OD) and Oisebhal (290 m OD), all of which are
flankedon their seaward sidesby steepcliffs.The island is
underlain by a range of intrusive rocks, principally
gabbros, dolerites, gabbro-dolerite breccias, granites,
granite-doleritehybrids andgranophyres (Hardinget al.
1984; Fig. 3).

Fig. 2. The island of Hirta, showing glacial features, tors and areas of rockfall debris, based partly on Sutherland et al. (1984). The location of
samples selected forcosmogenic isotope surface exposuredating is also shown;boldnumbers refer to samplenumbers,whichareprefixedby ‘StK-’
in Table 1.
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Quaternary glacial history

Early studies of the Quaternary landforms and deposits
ofHirta produced conflicting interpretations. Cockburn
(1935) reported the presence of exoticmineral grains in a
soil sample and the presence of a few rounded gneiss
boulders below 30 m OD in the Village Bay area; he
inferred that these boulders may represent erratics
transported westward by a former ice sheet, but could
not exclude the possibility that these represent discarded
ship’sballast.Bycontrast,Wager (1953) reportedseveral
moraines in the Village Bay area and maintained that
Hirta had supported only local glaciers. Research by
Harding et al. (1984), however, provided additional
support for former ice-sheet glaciation of St Kilda in
the form of exotic, strongly abraded mineral grains,
apparently derived from Lewisian basement rocks, in
several samples of alluvial sediments. Two samples
dredged from nearshore sea-floor sediments at water
depths of 30 and 50 m also produced exotic rock
fragments, including gneisses and arkosic sandstone.

Detailed survey of the landforms and lithostratigra-
phyofHirta led Sutherland et al. (1984) to conclude that
there was evidence for three glacial episodes on the

island: (i)over-runningofpartorallof the islandbyapre-
Devensian ice sheet, as representedby the erraticmineral
grains detected by Cockburn (1935) and Harding et al.
(1984); (ii) anEarly- or pre-Devensian advance of locally
nourished glacier ice in the Village Bay area, represented
by a thick lithostratigraphical unit that they termed the
‘Ruaival Drift’ and interpreted as a till; and (iii) a more
restricted Late Devensian (LLGM) advance of locally
nourished glacier ice in the Village Bay area, represented
by a subglacial till, a lateral moraine along the western
side of the Village Bay area (Fig. 2), and an indistinct
drift limit along the eastern side of the same valley. They
noted that in Gleann M�or the evidence for former
glaciation is limited to apparent transport of ultrabasic
boulders up reverse slopes, and suggested that these may
provide evidence for a small former glacier in the valley.
Finally, they interpreted two debris ridges below cliffs in
the Village Bay area as protalus ramparts and attributed
these to the Loch Lomond (Younger Dryas) Stade of
c. 12.9–11.7 ka, the final period of stadial conditions in
Scotland. Their dating evidence was limited to a single
radiocarbon age determination of 24710 +1470/�1240
14C a BP (32.7–26.3 cal. 14C ka) obtained from a bulk
sample of organic-rich sand (slopewash deposit) buried

Fig. 3. Generalized solid geology of Hirta, adapted fromHarding et al. (1984).
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under bouldery periglacial slope deposits outside the
limit of themost recent local glaciation in theVillageBay
area, but noted that this date provides only a minimum
age estimate for emplacement of the overlying slope
deposit as there is evidence for incomplete removal of
modern contaminating material.

Following re-examinationof the landformsand lithos-
tratigraphy of Hirta, Hiemstra et al. (2015) proposed
that there is evidence for only two glacial events on the
island, corresponding to the earliest and most recent
glaciations proposed by Sutherland et al. (1984; events
(i) and (iii) above), and tentatively attributed the most
recent (local) glaciation to the Last Glacial Maximum.
The main difference between the conclusions of their
study and those of Sutherland et al. (1984) is reinterpre-
tation of the ‘RuaivalDrift’ deposit as ‘an association of
gelifluctates and other periglacial and/or paraglacial
slope deposits rather than a subglacial till’ (Hiemstra
et al. 2015: p. 189), on the basis of the lithology and
angularity of constituent clasts, scarcity of matrix mate-
rial and absence of structures indicative of subglacial
deformation or glaciotectonic thrusting. We examined
this deposit in the field and agree with this reinterpreta-
tion. Hiemstra et al. (2015) also presented a 2D ice-flow
model based on an assumed equilibrium line altitude of
190 m OD. This model suggested that ice cover initially
accumulatedonhighgroundbeforeeventuallyoccupying
thewesternpartof theVillageBayareaandfillingGleann
M�or. They also reinterpreted the supposed ‘protalus
rampart’ identified by Sutherland et al. (1984) SE of
Mullach Sgar as a continuation of the Village Bay lateral
moraine. The prominent putative ‘protalus rampart’
below the cliffs of Conachair (Ballantyne 2002) is here
reinterpreted as an arcuate rockslide runout deposit,
similar to others in the British Isles (Ballantyne & Stone
2009; Ballantyne et al. 2013, 2014). This rockslide may
have occurred at any time following deglaciation of the
Village Bay area, and has no palaeoclimatic significance.

Thekey conclusions reachedbybothSutherland et al.
(1984) andHiemstra et al. (2015) are thatalthoughan ice
sheet sourced from the east reached and partly over-ran
St Kilda at some time during the Pleistocene, during the
LLGMStKildasupportedonly locallynourishedglacier
ice of very limited extent andwas not over-run by the last
ice sheet. This interpretation conflicts with the view that
the last ice sheet terminated to thewestof the archipelago
at or near the Atlantic shelf edge (Bradwell et al. 2008;
Chiverrell&Thomas2010;Gibbard&Clark2011;Clark
et al. 2012), a scenario that implies at least partial over-
running of the archipelago by the ice sheet.

Material and methods

Sampling

Samples for cosmogenic nuclide dating were chiselled
from the tops of large boulders at four locations: (i) at

285–295 m OD on the ridge (Mullach Geal) separating
theVillageBayarea fromGleannM�or; (ii)withinGleann
M�or; (iii) on the Village Bay lateral moraine; and (iv)
within the area occupied by a local glacier in the Village
Bayarea (Fig. 2).Althoughnumerousboulders litter the
high ground, most are derived from weathering of the
underlying bedrock in the formof periglacial blockfields
(Sutherland et al. 1984), and high-level boulders resting
onbedrock are confined to a small area onMullachGeal
(Fig. 4A). Similarly, large boulders are rare in Gleann
M�or, apart from those deposited by rockfall along the
flanks of the valley, and here we restricted our sampling
to large glacially deposited boulders near the valley axis
(Fig. 4B). Granite, granophyre, dolerite and gabbro
boulders are much more abundant in the Village Bay
area, and here we sampled large embedded boulders
outside the area of former settlement (to avoid sampling
boulders displaced by human activity; Fig. 4C) and on
the lateral moraine (Fig. 4D). From our 23 samples we
selected 11 for analysis based on location and boulder
characteristics (Table 1). Boulder location and altitude
were established using handheld GPS and checking
against a 1:25 000OrdnanceSurveycontouredmap, and
topographical shielding was assessed in the field using a
compass and clinometer.

Laboratory analysis

For 10Be analysis mineral separation, quartz isolation
and purification were carried out at the School of
GeographicalandEarthSciences,UniversityofGlasgow
(GU). Aluminium concentration in the quartz separates
is a proxy for quartz purity and was measured by flame
atomicabsorption spectroscopy.Extractionofberyllium
and preparation of targets for accelerator mass spec-
trometry (AMS) analysis were performed at the GU/
SUERC Cosmogenic Isotope Laboratory housed at the
Scottish Universities Environmental Research Centre
(SUERC) in East Kilbride, following methods modified
from Kohl & Nishiizumi (1992) and Child et al. (2000).
Samples were processed with one full-chemistry (proce-
dural) blank. Beryllium isotope ratios in the samples and
procedural blank were measuredwith the SUERC 5MV
accelerator mass spectrometer (Xu et al. 2010). Proce-
dural blank correction represents <8% of the total 10Be
atoms in the samples. Details of sample and 9Be spike
masses, AMS measurement, and exposure age calcula-
tion are presented in Table 2.

Forwhole rock36Cl analysis sampleswereprocessedat
the NERC Cosmogenic Isotope Analysis Facility
(CIAF) at SUERC. Samples were crushed and sieved
to <500 lm, leached in hot HNO3 (trace metal analysis
grade) and thenwashed thoroughlywith ultrapurewater
to remove meteoric 36Cl contamination from grain
surfaces. Each sample was then split into two fractions:
about 2 g for elemental analysis by ICP-OES and ICP-
MS, and about 20 g for analysis of 36Cl with AMS.
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Chlorine was extracted and purified from the 125–
250 lm fraction of leached samples to produceAgCl for
AMS analysis according to a modified version of
procedures developed by Stone et al. (1996). Samples
were processed together with a full chemistry blank.
36Cl/35Cl and 36Cl/37Cl ratios were measured with the
SUERC 5 MV accelerator mass spectrometer (Wilcken
et al. 2013). Procedural blank correction represents<4%
of the total 36Cl atoms in the samples. Details of sample
and Cl spike masses, AMS measurement, and exposure
age calculation are presented in Table 3.

Results

The surface exposure ages presented in Tables 2, 3 are
based on assumption of zero erosion of the sampled
surfaces since exposure; the effects of factoring inerosion
rates are considered below. Arithmetic mean exposure
ages for pairs or groups of samples differ from uncer-
tainty-weighted mean exposure ages by ≤0.2 ka, so only
the latter are cited here. Similarly, 10Be ages calculated
using the Loch Lomond production rate (LLPR) are
almost identical to those calculated using CRONUScalc

Table 1. Sample locations and properties.

Sample OS Grid
Reference

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°W)

Altitude
(m OD)

Thickness
(mm)

Density
(g cm�3)

Shielding
correction

Boulder
lithology

Nuclide

High-level perched boulders onMullach Geal
StK-09 NF092996 57.8135 8.5852 295 70 2.8 0.9923 Dolerite 36Cl
StK-10A NF092994 57.8131 8.5856 285 20 2.8 0.9923 Dolerite 36Cl

GleannM�or
StK-13 NA085001 57.8187 8.5976 62 50 2.8 0.9900 Gabbro 36Cl
StK-14 NF089996 57.8141 8.5914 124 50 2.8 0.9808 Gabbro 36Cl

Village Bay area
StK-06 NF098995 57.8153 8.5695 87 15 2.6 0.9747 Granite 10Be
StK-07 NF099994 57.8148 8.5708 58 40 2.6 0.9790 Granite 10Be
StK-18 NF103996 57.8151 8.5676 91 25 2.6 0.9852 Granite 10Be
StK-19 NF104994 57.8139 8.5654 76 23 2.6 0.9867 Granite 10Be

Village Bay lateral moraine
StK-22 NF097991 57.8101 8.5762 95 48 2.8 0.9780 Dolerite 36Cl
StK-23A NF097991 57.8104 8.5766 90 10 2.8 0.9793 Gabbro 36Cl
StK-24 NF096991 57.8126 8.5779 115 45 2.8 0.9842 Dolerite 36Cl

A B

C D

Fig. 4. Sampledboulders.A. SampleStK-10A:doleriteboulder restingonbedrockat 285 maltitudeonMullachGeal.B. SampleStK-13:dolerite
boulder at 62 m altitude in GleannM�or. C. Sample StK-07: granite boulder at 58 m altitude in the Village Bay area. D. Sample StK-22: dolerite
boulder at 95 m altitude on the Village Bay lateral moraine. [Colour figure can be viewed at www.boreas.dk]
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(Table 2). For consistency with 36Cl ages, only the ages
calculated using CRONUScalc were used in calculation
of weighted mean ages. Uncertainties (�1r) cited below
are systematic (external) uncertainties.

All but two of our samples (StK-07 and StK-19)
produced consistent ages for particular locations
(Tables 2, 3; Fig. 5). The two samples from high-level
perched boulders on Mullach Geal (StK-09 and St K-
10A) yielded a weighted mean 36Cl exposure age of

81.6�7.8 ka, and the two from boulders in GleannM�or
yielded a weighted mean 36Cl exposure age of 30.9�
3.2 ka. Reduced v2 values for each pair are 0.002 and
0.743, respectively, both values being consistent with
ages drawn from a single population. The three 36Cl
exposure ages obtained fromboulders on theVillageBay
lateral moraine (19.4�2.9, 18.8�3.8 and 19.8�2.2 ka)
yield aweightedmeanageof 19.2�2.3 ka, very similar to
the 10Be exposure ages (19.2�1.1 and 19.1�1.2 ka) of

Table 2. Laboratory data and calculation of 10Be exposure ages.

Sample ID1 Quartz
(g)2

Be spike
(lg)3

10Be/9Be
(910�15)4,5

10Be (105 at
g�1 SiO2)

6
Surface exposure ages (ka)

CRONUS v2.3 with LLPR7 CRONUScalc8

Village Bay area
StK-06 18.777 260.5�1.8 98.77�3.04 8.513�0.336 19.23�(0.76) 1.14 19.20�(0.76) 1.70
StK-07 21.316 255.4�1.8 90.95�2.70 6.727�0.267 15.90�(0.63) 0.94 15.90�(0.63) 1.40
StK-18 15.482 258.4�1.8 83.42�2.70 8.529�0.371 19.14�(0.84) 1.18 19.10�(0.84) 1.70
StK-19 16.218 259.1�1.8 206.5�5.05 21.29�0.594 48.77�(1.36) 2.55 48.80�(1.38) 4.10

1AMS targets were prepared at GU/SUERC and measured at the SUERCAMS Laboratory.
2A density of 2.6 g cm�3 is used for all samples.
3Be carrier concentration: 1642�12 lg g�1.
4The 10Be/9Be isotope ratios are normalized to the NIST SRMBe standard assuming a 10Be/9Be nominal value of 2.79910�11. Uncertainties are
reported at 1r confidence.

5A procedural 10Be/9Be blank of 6.947�1.389 910�15 is used to correct for background.
6Propagated uncertainties include error in the blank and counting statistics.
7The 10Be surface exposure ageswere calculated using the Lm scalingmodel in the CRONUS-Earth online calculator (http://hess.ess.washington.
edu/math/) version 2.3,wrapper script 2.3,Main calculator 2.1,Constants 2.3,Muons1.1 (Balco et al.2008)with theLochLomond sea level high
latitude production rate (LLPR): 4.00�0.17 atom g�1 a�1 (Fabel et al. 2012).

8The 10Be surface exposure ages were calculatedwith the CRONUScalc online calculator (Marrero et al. 2016, version 1.0, wrapper script 0.2)
using the Lm scalingmethod and default calibration data set. For both exposure age calculationswe assume no atmospheric pressure anomalies,
no significant erosion during exposure (e = 0 mm ka�1), no prior exposure and no temporal shielding (e.g. snow, sediment, soil, vegetation).
Analytical uncertainties are given in parentheses; systematic uncertainties (after parentheses) include uncertaintyof the 10Be production rate and
the 10Be decay constant.

Table 3. Laboratory data and calculated 36Cl exposure ages.

Sample ID1 Sample (g)2 Cl spike (g)3 Cl (lg g�1)4 36Cl in blank
(105 at)5

36Cl
(105 at g�1)6

Surface exposure
age (ka)7

High-level perched boulders onMullach Geal
StK-09 15.14 0.328 19.92�0.11 0.586�0.069 4.919�0.150 81.7�(2.8) 8.2
StK-10A 16.06 0.337 10.26�0.05 0.602�0.103 4.991�0.135 81.5�(2.5) 7.8

GleannM�or
StK-13 16.23 0.337 35.98�0.27 1.109�0.906 1.566�0.053 32.0�(1.7) 3.8
StK-14 13.87 0.337 10.17�0.06 1.109�0.906 1754�0.048 30.1�(1.4) 2.9

Village Bay lateral moraine
StK-22 14.06 0.339 82.52�1.01 0.602�0.103 1.364�0.058 19.4�(1.0) 2.9
StK-23 11.79 0.338 215.37�5.35 0.602�0.103 2.435�0.107 18.8�(1.1) 3.8
StK-24 15.21 0.330 45.36�0.97 0.679�0.120 1.352�0.078 19.8�(1.2) 2.2

1AMS targets were prepared by NERC CIAFand measured at the SUERCAMS Laboratory.
2A density of 2.8 g cm�3 is used for all samples.
3Cl carrier concentration: 4.079�0.018 mg g�1.
4Total Cl concentrations in the samples were determined by AMS isotope dilution using a carrier solution with a 35Cl/37Cl ratio of 20.49�0.07
atoms/atom.

5, 6The 36Cl concentrations are normalized to Z93-0005 (PRIMELab, Purdue) assuming a 36Cl/Cl nominal value of 1.2910�12. Uncertainties are
reported at 1r confidence and include error in the blank and counting statistics.

7The 36Cl surface exposure ages were calculated using the CRONUScalc online calculator (Marrero et al. 2016, version 2.0, main calculator 1.0,
wrapper script 0.2) using the Lm scaling method and default calibration data set. Calculations assume no atmospheric pressure anomalies, no
significant erosion during exposure (e = 0 mm ka�1), no prior exposure and no temporal shielding (e.g. snow, sediment, soil, vegetation).
Analytical uncertainties are given in parentheses; systematic uncertainties (after parentheses) include uncertaintyof the 36Cl production rate and
the 36Cl decay constant.
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samples StK-06 and StK-18 obtained from boulders
inside the limit of themost recent glaciation in theVillage
Bay area as defined by this lateral moraine. Collectively,
these five samples produced a reduced v2 value of 0.105,
consistent with sampling from a single age population,
and weighted mean age of 19.2�2.3 ka. The two other
samples fromtheVillageBayarea, StK-07 (15.9�1.4 ka)
and StK-19 (48.8�4.1 ka), both differ from this
weighted mean age at p <0.001 (Fig. 5). We attribute
these discrepancies to probable transient shielding of
StK-07 by sediment cover (Putkonen & Swanson 2003;
Heyman et al. 2011), and to exposure of StK-19 prior to
the final glaciation of the Village Bay area. Both are
excluded from further consideration.

To assess the influence of erosion rate on our results,
we calculated the weighted mean ages for the three
groups of samples (Mullach Geal high-level boulders,
Gleann M�or boulders and Village Bay samples) for
erosion rates (e) of 1, 2 and 3 mm ka�1. As can be seen
from Table 4, assumption of different erosion rates has
very little effect on the weighted mean age of the five
Village Bay samples, in part because increases in the
apparent age of the two samples analysed using 10Be is
counterbalanced bydecreases in the apparent ages of the

three samples analysed using 36Cl, so the weightedmean
age remains similar under all erosion rate scenarios.
Under the assumption that 0 ≤ e ≤ 3 mm ka�1, the
weighted mean ages obtained for the two Gleann M�or
samples also vary little, from 30.5�3.2 to 31.0�3.4 ka.
The much older weighted mean ages for the two high-
level boulders on Mullach Geal, however, exhibit a
marked rise in apparent age with increasing erosion rate.
The results presented in Table 4 therefore demonstrate
that a weighted mean age based on assumption of zero
erosion rates for the five Village Bay samples (19.2�
2.3 ka) and the two GleannM�or samples (30.9�3.2 ka)
can be considered representative for e ≤ 3 mm ka�1,
irrespective of whether the arithmetic or uncertainty-
weightedmean is used. Less confidence can be placed on
the assumption of a zero-erosion weighted mean age of
81.6�7.8 ka for the twoMullachGeal samples, aswithin
the range 0 ≤ e ≤ 3 mm ka�1 the true weighted mean
exposure age may be up to 15% greater.

Discussion

The discussion below focuses first on the implications of
ourexposureages for the lateral extentof the last ice sheet
on the Hebridean Shelf, then on the interpretation of
these ages in terms of the timing of glacial events on St
Kilda.

Implications for the extent of the last ice sheet

The case for extension of the last ice sheet to the edge of
the Hebrides Shelf rests mainly on the presence of ice-
marginal moraines on the outermost shelf and the
evidence for glacigenic sedimentation on trough-mouth
fans.MorainebanksonthenorthernHebridesShelfwere
first detected mainly from seismostratigraphical evi-
dence (Stoker &Holmes 1991) and initially attributed to
apre-LateDevensian glaciation, with the limit of the last
ice sheet being depicted as a broad arc west of the Outer
Hebrides but terminating a short distance east of St
Kilda (Selby 1989; Stoker et al. 1993). Subsequent
research based on high-resolution echo-sounder data
has verified the existence of broad shelf-edge ridges on
much of the Hebrides Shelf and identified similar
features on the edge of the Shetland Shelf to the north

Fig. 5. Summed normal kernel density estimates (solid line) of the
observed exposure ages and their analytical uncertainties (dashed
lines).

Table 4. Effect of erosion rates on mean ages. UWM = uncertainty-weighted mean; AM = arithmetic mean.

Sampling site
(sample size)

Erosion rate (e)

Zero 1 mm ka�1 2 mm ka�1 3 mm ka�1

Mullach Geal (n = 2) UWM 81.6�7.8 83.5�8.4 89.8�9.5 93.5�11.6
AM 81.6�8.0 83.5�8.6 89.8�9.9 93.5�12.0

GleannM�or (n = 2) UWM 30.9�3.2 30.5�3.2 30.8�3.3 31.0�3.4
AM 31.1�3.4 30.6�3.4 30.8�3.5 31.0�3.6

Village Bay (n = 5) UWM 19.2�2.3 19.1�2.2 19.0�2.2 18.9�2.2
AM 19.3�2.5 19.1�2.4 19.0�2.4 19.0�2.4
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(Bradwell et al. 2008; Clark et al. 2012; Bradwell &
Stoker 2015a), and along the edge of theMalin Shelf and
the Irish Shelf to the south (Dunlop et al. 2010; �O
Cofaigh et al. 2012). Radiocarbon ages obtained on
shells and benthic foraminifera on the Irish Shelf appear
to confirm that the last ice sheet reached the shelf edge in
that sector (Peters et al. 2015; Ballantyne & �O Cofaigh
2017). For the Hebrides Shelf, a radiocarbon age of
22 480�300 14C a BP (27.2–25.9 cal. 14C ka) reported
by Peacock et al. (1992) for a marine bivalve recovered
from glaciomarine sediments west of moraine banks to
the south of St Kilda is consistent with the last ice sheet
extending to the outer shelf (although not necessarily to
the shelf edge), as are the cosmogenic 10Be exposure ages
obtained from North Rona (Everest et al. 2013). The
evidence for a pronounced increase in IRD deposited on
the Barra-Donegal Fan at c. 29–27 ka (Kroon et al.
2000; Knutz et al. 2001; Wilson et al. 2002; Peck et al.
2007; Scourse et al. 2009) indicates that the contributing
ice streamreachedthe shelf edgebyc. 27 ka,butdoesnot
necessarily imply that all shelf-edge moraine banks on
the Hebridean Shelf are of Late Devensian age. In this
context it is notable that the seismostratigraphical and
borehole evidence reported by Stoker & Holmes (1991)
and Stoker et al. (1994) indicates that the shelf-edge
moraine banks on the northern Hebrides Shelf were
deposited by a pre-LateDevensian Ice Sheet of probable
Mid to Late Pleistocene (<0.45 Ma) age. This interpre-
tation has been developed byBradwell & Stoker (2015a),
who employed a combination of seismostratigraphical
evidence with high-resolution bathymetric data to argue
that the LLGM shelf-edge moraines on the West
Shetland shelf correlate with mid-shelf moraines north
of the Outer Hebrides, implying that the shelf-edge
moraines on the North Hebrides shelf were deposited
during a previous ice-sheet glaciation.

The geomorphological and lithological evidence pre-
sented by Sutherland et al. (1984) and refined by
Hiemstra et al. (2015) suggests that the last ice sheet
failed to over-run St Kilda. This interpretation is
supported by some of our exposure ages. The exposure
ages of (≥)81.7�8.2 ka and (≥)81.5�7.8 ka obtained for
perched boulders at ~290 monMullachGeal imply that
the higher parts of St Kildawere not over-run by the last
ice sheet. This interpretation is supported by two
observations. First, the higher parts of the more easterly
summits (Conachair and Oisebhal) are underlain by
granite and granophyre (Fig. 3) and litteredwith numer-
ous frost-detached boulders that form summit block-
fields. Had westward-moving ice over-run the high
ground, it would be expected that granite and gra-
nophyre erratics would occur onMullachM�or, immedi-
ately to the west, but none has been observed. Second,
high ground along the SE of the island is crowned by
dolerite tors surrounded by slabs detached by frost
wedging (Sutherland et al. 1984). Examination of these
tors provided no evidence of modification by glacier ice

ordisplacementofdetachedslabs (cf.Andr�e2004;Hall&
Phillips 2006) and indeed some tors support precariously
balanced capstone slabs that appear veryunlikely tohave
survived over-running by an ice sheet.

In the Village Bay area there is evidence for only local
ice cover, as represented by the distribution of till and the
Village Bay lateral moraine (Fig. 2). Both Sutherland
et al. (1984) and Hiemstra et al. (2015) argued that
this local glaciation represented the Last Glacial
Maximum on St Kilda. Five samples obtained from
the lateral moraine or within the area occupied by the
former Village Bay glacier, however, have produced
consistentpost-LLGMageswithin the range19.8�2.2 to
18.8�3.8 ka (Tables 2, 3) and a weighted mean age of
19.2�2.3 ka that is independent of assumed erosion rate
(Table 4). Given that there is evidence for the ice margin
reaching the shelf edge at the Barra-Donegal Fan at
c. 27 ka (Scourse et al. 2009), glaciomarine sedimenta-
tion south of St Kilda at 27.2–25.9 cal. 14C ka (Peacock
et al. 1992) and that the ice margin retreated past North
Rona at c. 25 ka (Everest et al. 2013), the timing of local
glaciation in the Village Bay area was manifestly not
coincident with advance of the ice-sheet margin to the
shelf edge, but occurred several millennia later. The
evidence for local glaciation of the Village Bay area
therefore does not conflict with the proposition that the
last ice sheet crossed lower ground on St Kilda and
advanced towards the shelf edge, as it is feasible that
advance and retreat of the ice sheet was followed by later
developmentof locallynourishedglacier ice at c. 19.2 ka
or slightly earlier.

Conversely, the 36Cl exposure ages obtained for
samples StK-13 and StK-14 from two widely sepa-
rated large boulders in Gleann M�or (32.0�3.8 and
30.1�2.9 ka) suggest that glacier ice occupied this valley
long before the ice-sheetmargin reached StKilda.Given
the large uncertainties associated with these ages the
possibility that ice flowing from the Outer Hebrides was
responsible for depositing these boulders cannot be
excluded, but seems extremely unlikely for several
reasons. First, to enter GleannM�or, awestward-flowing
ice sheet would have to cross the col at 239 m OD that
separates Gleann M�or from Village Bay. However, the
exposure ages (>80 ka) of the boulders sampled at
~290 mODonMullachGeal,<300 m from the col, limit
the possible thickness of ice crossing the col into Gleann
M�or to <50 m. That the last ice sheet should have been
just thick enough to cross the col and extend intoGleann
M�or but not remove theMullachGeal perched boulders
is implausible. Second, there is no evidence for a
westward-moving ice sheet crossing the Village Bay area
prior to the local Village Bay glaciation. Instead, as
Hiemstra et al. (2015) have demonstrated, the slopes on
the west side of Village Bay outside the limit of local
glaciation are coveredbyaperiglacial slope deposit up to
13 m thick that overlies fractured and weathered bed-
rock (Fig. 6). This deposit is composed entirely of
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locally derived (dolerite) material in the form of a clast-
or matrix-supported diamicton with coarse gravel (cob-
ble to boulder) subunits. Clasts are generally angular,
and in appearance this deposit closely resembles some of
the thick ‘head’ or gelifluctate deposits found in coastal
cliffs outside the limit of Late Devensian glaciation in
SW England and south Wales (Harris 1987; Ballantyne
& Harris 1994). As Hiemstra et al. (2015) pointed out,
the remarkable thickness of this deposit implies a very
prolonged period of rock weathering and mass
movement under severe periglacial conditions, uninter-
rupted by glaciation. Finally, the radiocarbon age of
24 710 +1470/�1240 14C a BP (32.7–26.3 cal. 14C ka)
obtained by Sutherland et al. (1984) for an organic-rich
sand layer buried under a bouldery periglacial slope
deposit on the western slope of Village Bay represents a
minimum age for the sand in view of possible contam-
ination, and there is no evidence that this sand or the
overlying slope deposit havebeenmodified byglacier ice.

In sum, the exposure ages reported here support the
conclusions reached by Sutherland et al. (1984) and
Hiemstraet al. (2015) that the last ice sheet failed toover-
run St Kilda. Hiemstra et al. (2015) pointed out that the
bathymetric evidence suggests that submarine moraines
defining broad lobes of ice exist on the sea floor both
north and south of St Kilda (Fig. 7), and suggested that
the archipelago represented anobstacle in the pathof the
advancing ice sheet, diverting ice flow both northwards
and southwards at the LLGM and possibly leaving the
islands of the archipelago standing proud of the ice sheet
as a nunatak. Given the absence of any evidence for the
encroachment of the last ice sheet on the present land
surface of St Kilda (and particularly the evidence
provided by thick periglacial slope deposits extending
to near sea level in the Village Bay area), they acknowl-
edged that this scenario requires that former ice lobes
encircling St Kilda cannot have been thicker than the

depth of the surrounding submarine platform, ~120–
130 m below present sea level (Harding et al. 1984;
Sutherland 1984).

This interpretation appears plausible, but even if
correct appears to imply that a narrow unglacierized
zone extended from the lee of the archipelago north-
westwards to the shelf edge. Moreover, for a thin
(~120 m thick) ice sheet encircling St Kilda to have
deposited the moraine banks on the outer shelf ~40 km
to the west and ~20 km east of the shelf edge (Fig. 7), it
must have moved under very low basal shear stress. The
profile of a laterally unconstrained ice sheet moving
over a rigid horizontal bed may be approximated by a
parabola described by:

h ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2sbL=qg

p
ð1Þ

where h is ice thickness, sb is basal shear stress (� driving
stress, if lateral drag is assumed to be negligible), L is
distance to the ice margin, q is ice density (900 kg m�3)
and g is gravitational acceleration (9.8 m s�2). Rear-
ranging this equation, sb is approximated by:

sb ¼ ðqgh2Þ=2L: ð2Þ

Setting h at 120 m andL at 40 km yields sb� 1.6 kPa,
and setting L at 60 km (the approximate distance to the
shelf edge) yields sb � 1.1 kPa. Both values of driving
stress are nearly two orders of magnitude lower than the
50–100 kPa typical of grounded ice sheets outside zones
of ice streaming, although movement at lower shear
stresses is possible over a deforming bed (Paterson 1994;
Benn & Evans 2010). Conversely, if we assume
sb = 50 kPa,assumptionofaparabolic iceprofile implies
that ice 120 m thick would have terminated just ~1.3 km
west of St Kilda, and assumption of sb = 10 kPa places

Fig. 6. Periglacial slopedepositsup to13 mthick restingonweatheredbedrockon thewestern shoreofVillageBay. [Colour figure canbeviewedat
www.boreas.dk]
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the ice margin just 6.3 km west of St Kilda. The
implications of these calculations are discussed below.

The timing of glaciation on St Kilda

At face value, the two consistent 36Cl exposure ages
obtained for boulders resting on bedrock at ~290 m
altitude on Mullach Geal (Table 3) would appear to
imply contemporaneous deposition of these boulders by
a thick ice sheet that over-ran much of St Kilda then
retreated at 81.6�7.8 ka or earlier (Table 4). This
interpretation is highly unlikely. As noted above, there
is no evidence for (i) westward transport of granophyre
and granite erratics sourced from the extensive outcrop
in the east of Hirta (Fig. 3), (ii) glacial modification of
dolerite tors, or (iii) till deposits apart from those
emplaced during the most recent local glaciation of the
Village Bay area (Hiemstra et al. 2015). Moreover, the
Greenland ice-core stable isotope record shows that the
period c. 84.7–79.7 ka was represented by a prolonged
interstadial (GI-21e; Wolff et al. 2010; Rasmussen et al.
2014; Fig. 8), suggesting that advance of a thick ice sheet
over St Kilda or growth of local ice on St Kilda was
unlikely at this time. We conclude that both sampled
boulders on Mullach Geal were probably released from
the underlying dolerite bedrock by in situ frost wedging
(Fig. 4A) rather than deposited by glacier ice. This
interpretation implies that neither a former ice sheet nor

a local icecap occupied Mullach Geal over at least the
past c. 80 ka.

In contrast, the two boulders sampled on the floor of
GleannM�or (samples StK-13 andStK-14) can only have
been deposited by glacier ice. Both are isolated gabbro
boulders resting on level ground, the former over 220 m
fromthe footof thenearest slope and the latterover 60 m
from the slope foot, so rockfall deposition can be
excluded. Moreover, the boulder from which sample
StK-13 was obtained (Fig. 4B) is an erratic, resting on
terrain underlain by granite (Fig. 3). There is, however,
no persuasive geomorphological or lithostratigraphical
evidence for former glaciation in Gleann M�or. Both
Harding et al. (1984) and Sutherland et al. (1984)
mapped the sediment cover on the surrounding slopes
as periglacial slope deposits (‘head’) and the latter also
mapped shallow exposures of periglacial slope deposits
at the mouth of the glen. There are, however, no
exposures on the floor of the valley, and it is possible
that the slope deposits on the valley sides and the valley
mouth represent, at least in part, soliflucted till deposits.

The weighted mean exposure age of the two Gleann
M�or samples (30.9�3.2 ka) implies prior ice expansion
then retreat of a small, locally nourished glacier. These
ages are consistent with the timing of the initial expan-
sion ofOuterHebrides ice as determined by radiocarbon
ages spanning 29.1–26.2 14C ka (34.0–29.7 cal. 14C ka)
obtained for organic sediments buried by till at Tolsta

A B C

Fig. 7. A. Bathymetric image of the Hebrides Shelf based on Olex AS (offshore) data and NextMap (onshore) data, reproduced from Bradwell
et al. (2008)withpermission fromElsevier.B.Mapofouter shelfmoraines interpreted from(A)byBradwell et al. (2008).C.Reinterpretationof the
moraines in the vicinity of St Kilda byHiemstra et al. (2015), which suggests that broad lobes of ice formerly existed both north and south of the
archipelago. B and C are reproducedwith permission of JohnWiley and Sons Ltd.
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Head in NE Lewis (Whittington & Hall 2002). Both
events are, within dating uncertainty, coincident with a
prolonged stadial, Greenland Stadial 5 (GS-5), in the
Greenland ice-core record (c. 32.0–28.9 ka; Fig. 8),
when d18O values were as low as at any time in the past
100 000 years (Rasmussen et al. 2014), and which
incorporated Heinrich Stadial 3 of c. 32.7–31.3 ka
(Sanchez Go~ni & Harrison 2010). It seems possible that
limited glacier expansion in Gleann M�or was approxi-
mately synchronous with that of the Outer Hebrides
icecap in response toGS-5 cooling, butwhereas the latter
survived subsequent warming during Greenland Inter-
stadial 4 (GI-4) and continued to expand under condi-
tions of renewed cooling during GS-4, the much smaller
GleannM�or glacier shrank and disappeared. As there is
no evidence of later glaciation in the valley, it appears to
have remained ice-free and subject to severe periglacial
conditions throughout the LLGM.

An alternative possibility is that glaciation of Gleann
M�or occurred at the same time as that of the Village Bay
area (19.2�2.3 ka), as suggested by the ice-flow model
depictedbyHiemstraet al. (2015),andthatbothexposure
ages obtained for boulders in Gleann M�or are compro-
mised by nuclide inheritance from a previous period of
exposure. This appears unlikely given the consistency of
the twoages. It is alsonotable that the ice-flowmodeldoes
not take into account the effects of redistribution of snow
by wind, and probably for this reason generated a small
icecap on high ground feeding valley glaciers in both
GleannM�or and thewesternpart ofVillageBay.Asnoted
above, however, the two exposure ages obtained for
perchedbouldersonMullachGeal (Fig. 4A) indicate that
high groundonHirta has been ice-free for at least the past
80 ka; had an icecap existed, it seems unlikely that such
perched boulders could have remained in place.

Both Sutherland et al. (1984) and Hiemstra et al.
(2015) inferred that the abundant evidence for a former

small valley glacier in the Village Bay area represented
glaciation during the Last Glacial Maximum. However,
the five consistent exposure ages of 19.8�2.2 to
18.8�3.8 ka (weighted mean 19.2�2.3 ka) obtained for
boulders on the Village Bay lateral moraine and terrain
inside this moraine (Tables 2–4) demonstrate that the
final glacial event on StKilda occurred severalmillennia
after the LLGM, at a time when marine-terminating
sectors of the last BIIS were in retreat (Clark et al. 2012;
Chiverrellet al.2013). In termsof theGreenland ice-core
record, the final glaciation and deglaciation of St Kilda
occurredunder stadial conditionsduringGS-2.1atoGS-
2.1b (22.9–17.5 ka; Rasmussen et al. 2014; Fig. 8). In
view of the large uncertainties of our exposure ages it is
not possible to attribute the expansion and retreat of the
Village Bay glacier to climatic forcing within GS-2.1,
particularly as the limited extent of the former glacier
(<1 km2) implies that it could have developed and
vanished within a few centuries. Moreover, the timing
of Village Bay glaciation pre-dates established re-
advances of the last ice sheet on land, such as theClogher
Head Readvance (c. 18.4 ka) and Killard Point Read-
vance (c. 17.3–16.6 ka) in northern Ireland (McCabe
et al. 2007; Ballantyne & �O Cofaigh 2017); the Wester
Ross Readvance (c. 15.2 ka) in NW Scotland (Ballan-
tyne & Stone 2012) or re-advances dated by Small et al.
(2016) in southern Skye (c. 17.6 ka) and on the Isle of
Soay (c. 15.2 ka).

The difference in the weighted mean exposure ages
obtained for boulders inGleannM�or (30.9�3.2 ka) and
Village Bay (19.2�2.3) poses a conundrum, as there is no
geomorphological, lithostratigraphical or dating evi-
dence for glaciation of the Village Bay area prior to the
c. 19.2 ka event (Hiemstra et al. 2015). There are three
possible explanations. First, theremay have been limited
local glaciation of the Village Bay area at the time that
ice occupied Gleann M�or, but the later Village Bay

Fig. 8. Exposure ages of StKilda samplesplottedagainst the successionof stadial–interstadial events identifiedbyRasmussen et al. (2014) for the
periods 15–40 and 70–95 ka in the Greenland stable isotope ice-core record. Interstadials are shaded. Horizontal lines for each exposure age
represent�1r uncertainties.
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glaciation was more extensive and removed all evidence
of the earlier event. Second, as suggested above, the
exposure ages obtained for boulders inGleannM�ormay
be compromised by prior exposure, such that both
valleys were occupied by glacier ice at c. 19.2 ka,
although the consistency in the Gleann M�or exposure
ages suggests that this is unlikely. Finally, it is possible
that climatic circumstances and particularly different
patterns of snow accumulation favoured glacier forma-
tion in Gleann M�or during the earlier event but ice
accumulation in Village Bay during the later event. On
present evidence there is no way of resolving these
alternative scenarios.

Wider implications

Asoutlined earlier, the notion that the lastBIIS extended
along its entire length to theAtlantic Shelf edge has been
widely promoted (Bradwell et al. 2008; Hubbard et al.
2009; Chiverrell & Thomas 2010; Gibbard & Clark
2011).Clarket al. (2012: p. 141), for example, concluded
that there is ‘. . .unequivocal evidence forglaciation tothe
continental shelf edge all theway fromSWIreland to the
ShetlandIsles’.Others, however,havecontinued toargue
that this interpretation (which is largely based on the
interpretation of shelf-edge moraine banks from bathy-
metric imagery) contravenes the stratigraphical evidence
in the area of the northern Hebrides Shelf (Stoker &
Holmes1991;Stokeret al.1993,1994;Stoker2013).This
latterviewimplies that the last ice sheet failed toextendto
the shelf edge inat least partof the inter-ice-streamsector
between the Minch and Hebrides Ice Streams, but
extended no farther than mid-shelf; Bradwell & Stoker
(2015a: p. 317) even suggest that the LLGM ice margin
was ‘. . .situated close to the present-day coastline inNW
Lewis. . .’ although this interpretation is also based on
interpretation of moraine configuration on bathymetric
imagery.

Although the presence of exotic mineral grains in
glacial, periglacial and alluvial sediments detected by
Cockburn (1935) and Harding et al. (1984) provides
evidence that a former ice sheet encroached on St Kilda,
the geomorphological and lithostratigraphical evidence
presentedbySutherland et al. (1984)andHiemstraet al.
(2015) together with the exposure ages reported here
demonstrate that the last ice sheet failed to do so.
Hiemstra et al. (2015) attempted to reconcile this finding
with the LLGMAtlantic shelf-edgemodel by suggesting
encirclement of St Kilda by thin ice lobes (Fig. 7). As
noted above, however, this solution implies extension of
ice to the outermostmoraine banks under extremely low
(~1.6 kPa) driving stresses.

Low (<2 kPa) values of basal shear stress have been
inferred for the distal parts ofWest Antarctic ice streams
moving overdeforming beds (Kamb 2001; Joughin et al.
2002), but these flow into deep water, which maintains
the high hydrological base level necessary to sustain

elevated basal water pressures that permit fast ice flow
under low driving stresses. This situation appears
unlikely for ice flowing across the St Kilda platform
and adjacent shelf (�120 to �130 m OD) during the
LLGM, when global eustatic sea level was ~125�10 m
below present (Clark et al. 2009; Lambeck et al. 2014),
implying grounded ice termination in shallow water or
even on dry land.However, Clark (1992) calculated from
moraine altitudes and ice palaeoflow vectors that some
of the vast land-based ice lobes that drained the southern
margin of the Laurentide Ice Sheet comprised thin, low-
gradient icemovingunderdriving stresses<2 kPa,which
he explained in terms of rapid rates of ice advance
throughbasal sliding and/or beddeformation.Although
there appears to be no present-day analogue for such
behaviour, it suggests the possibility that thin, low-
gradient ice lobes flankingStKildamayhave reached the
outermost moraine banks as transient ice streams or
surges. The possible role of subglacial sediment defor-
mation is difficult to assess. According to echo-sound-
ings reported byHarding et al. (1984: p. 35) ‘muchof the
sea floor near the islands is free of unconsolidated
sediment’.Thisdoesnot,however, exclude thepossibility
of sediment cover on the seabed flanking the St Kilda
platform.

An alternative possibility is that the features inter-
preted as moraine banks west of St Kilda (Fig. 7) pre-
date theLLGM(MIS2)andweredepositedbyanearlier,
more extensive ice sheet, such as that responsible for
deposition of erratic material on St Kilda. It is notable
that shelf-edgemoraine banks on the northernHebrides
Shelf were initially attributed to a pre-MIS 2 glaciation
on the basis of amino-acid diagenesis (Stoker &Holmes
1991; Stoker et al. 1993; Stoker & Bradwell 2005). This
conclusion was queried by Bradwell et al. (2008) on the
grounds of the unreliabilityof the dating technique, even
though the stratigraphical evidence presented by Stoker
and his co-researchers (Stoker & Holmes 1991; Stoker
et al. 1994) provided evidence to the contrary.The recent
reappraisal of moraine systems on the northern and
central parts of the Hebrides Shelf by Bradwell & Stoker
(2015a) appears to conform with the stratigraphical
evidence and suggests that icemovingwestward from the
Outer Hebrides extended no farther than mid-shelf. The
failure of the last ice sheet to encroach on St Kilda is
entirely consistent with this view.

Irrespective of which of the above interpretations is
valid, there is no evidence that the margin of the last ice
sheet reached the shelf edge in this sector, as the
outermost moraine banks are located ~20 km east of
the shelf break (Fig. 7). This suggests that although the
ice margin reached the shelf break in at least some areas
of former ice streaming, generating turbiditic flows on
trough-mouth fans (e.g. Baltzer et al. 1998; Kroon et al.
2000; Wilson & Austin 2002; Scourse et al. 2009), the
limits of the last ice sheet in some inter-ice-streamsectors
may have been more conservative than those depicted in
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recent shelf-edge models. It also implies that westward
extension of the margin of the last ice sheet was not
invariably haltedbya rapid increase inwater depth at the
shelf break,but thaton some sectorsof theouter shelf the
ice margin remained grounded in shallow tidewater or
dry land (cf. Stoker et al. 1993).

It is also notable that the timing of the two episodes of
inferred local glaciation on St Kilda, at 30.9�3.2 ka
(Gleann M�or) and 19.2�2.3 ka (Village Bay) are out of
phase with the timing of the LLGM. It seems likely that
the climatic impetus for limited local glaciation and
deglaciation of St Kilda was too short-lived to have
affected an ice sheet that was responding to longer-term
climatic trends.The absenceof evidence forglaciation on
St Kilda during the Younger Dryas Stade of c. 12.9–
11.7 ka is also of interest. At this time small glaciers
formed on the mountains of the Outer Hebrides, with
reconstructed equilibrium line altitudes of 150–
289 m OD (Ballantyne 2006, 2007). It seems likely that
glaciers failed to develop onStKildaduring theYounger
Dryas because of the lack of high-level accumulation
areas, with snow being blown into valleys that were too
low to allow progressive seasonal snow accumulation
and the formation of glacier ice.

Conclusions

• The St Kilda archipelago, ~65 km W of the Outer
Hebrides and~60 kmfromtheAtlantic shelf break, is
a key site for testing the assertion that the last BIIS
extended to the Atlantic shelf break in all sectors.
Previous studies based ongeomorphologyand lithos-
tratigraphy (Sutherland et al. 1984; Hiemstra et al.
2015) have suggested that at the LLGM St Kilda
supported only locally nourished glacier ice, but
lacked dating control.

• Samples fromundisturbedboulders at three locations
on Hirta produced three consistent sets of exposure
ages.TwoperchedbouldersontheMullachGeal ridge
at ~290 myielded an average 36Cl exposure age of (≥)
81.6�7.8 ka. Two isolated boulders on the floor of a
north-facing valley (Gleann M�or) produced an aver-
age 36Cl exposure age of 30.9�3.2 ka. Five samples
from a lateral moraine and terrain inside the lateral
moraine in the south-facing Village Bay valley pro-
duced consistent 36Cl and 10Be ages averaging
19.2�2.3 ka.

• The Mullach Geal exposure ages confirm other
evidence (undisturbed tors and absence of erratic
carry) that the last ice sheet did not cross high ground
on St Kilda. The GleannM�or exposure ages not only
pre-date the estimated timing of the ice margin
reaching the shelf edge (c. 27 ka), but also cannot
be explained in terms of deposition by the last ice
sheet, and we infer that they represent deposition
of the boulders during retreat of a small locally

nourished glacier that formed in this valley during
GS-5. The Village Bay exposure ages represent
glaciation during GS-2.1, and post-date the assumed
timingof the ice-sheetmaximumby severalmillennia.

• The evidence provided by the Mullach Geal and
Gleann M�or exposure ages confirms that the last ice
sheet did not encroach on St Kilda. As the
surrounding sea floor lies at 120–130 m depth, ice
encircling St Kilda cannot have exceeded ~120 m in
thickness. A simple parabolic model indicates that
for ice of this thickness to have reached the outer-
most moraine banks ~40 km to the west, ice
movement must have occurred under extremely low
(<2 kPa) driving stress. This implies either that
extremely thin, low-gradient ice lobes exhibiting
surge-like behaviour crossed the outer shelf to
deposit these moraines during the LLGM, or that
some moraine banks at and near the shelf edge are of
pre-MIS 2 age, as argued by Bradwell & Stoker
(2015a). There is no evidence that the margin of the
last ice sheet reached the shelf edge in this sector,
suggesting that expansion of the last ice sheet in this
sector was not terminated by increasing water depth.

• The very small glaciers inferred to have been respon-
sible for depositing boulders in Gleann M�or (at
c. 30.9 ka) and in the Village Bay area (at c. 19.2 ka)
were out of phase with the last ice sheet: the former
Gleann M�or glacier apparently retreated during a
period of overall ice-sheet advance, but the ages of
boulders on the Village Bay lateral moraine imply
advance of local ice at a time when the marine-
terminating limits of the last ice sheet were retreating.
The absenceof evidence forYoungerDryasglaciation
is attributed to the low elevation of valley floors,
which lie well below the reconstructed equilibrium
line altitudes of Younger Dryas glaciers in the Outer
Hebrides.
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